CONTROL OF TREE REGROWTH UNDER POWER LINES IS A MAJOR PROBLEM AND ONE OF THE POWER COMPANIES MOST EXPENSIVE MAINTENANCE ITEMS. THEREFORE, THE EPRI FELT ALTERNATE MEANS OF CONTROLLING REGROWTH SHOULD BE RESEARCHED AND DEVELOPED. EACH METHOD OF GROWTH INHIBITOR APPLICATION SEEMS TO HAVE A SPECIALIZED USAGE, AS INJECTION PROBABLY WILL HAVE IN THE FUTURE. TWO METHODS PRESENTLY UTILIZED TO APPLY GROWTH INHIBITOR IS THE FOLIAGE SPRAYING OF TREES AND THE PAINTING OF CUTS MADE IMMEDIATELY AFTER TRIMMING.

IN 1974 ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE (EPRI) RP 214, NEW METHODS AND CHEMICALS TO CONTROL TREE REGROWTH, WAS FUNDED WITH RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CONTRACTED TO THE USDA NURSERY CROPS RESEARCH LABORATORY, DELAWARE, OHIO. THEREAFTER THE PROJECT HAS BEEN COMMONLY REFERRED TO AS PRESSURE INJECTION OF GROWTH INHIBITOR FOR REDUCTION OF REGROWTH IN TREES. A SIMILAR PROJECT, EPRI RP 380, BARK BANDING OF CHEMICALS TO INHIBIT TREE GROWTH, WAS CONDUCTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL HORTICULTURE.

THE FIRST STAGES OF THE GROWTH INHIBITOR INJECTION PROJECT WERE AS FOLLOWS: 1) SELECT GROWTH INHIBITING CHEMICALS (7 WERE INITIALLY SELECTED), 2) DESIGN AND DEVELOP INJECTION EQUIPMENT, 3) FIELD TEST EQUIPMENT AND CHEMICALS, AND 4) ESTABLISH CRITERIA FOR DESIRED AND ACCEPTABLE RESULTS.

THE FIRST YEAR OF THE PROJECT WAS NOT EXTREMELY PROMISING IN MY OPINION. MANY CHEMICALS WERE NOT EFFECTIVE IN CONTROLLING REGROWTH, OTHER CHEMICALS WERE TOO STRONG, YET SOME DID SHOW PROMISE. THE INJECTION EQUIPMENT WAS TOO LARGE, COMPLICATED, AND LACKED MOBILITY; HOWEVER, IT WAS ESTABLISHED THAT INJECTED CHEMICALS WOULD MOVE READILY INTO A TREE.

AFTER THE FIRST YEAR, HOWEVER, A SUCCESSFUL COURSE WAS ESTABLISHED. THE FOLLOWING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA WERE CHOSEN: 1) DESIGN AND DEVELOP A MORE PORTABLE INJECTION UNIT, 2) SELECT SEVERAL OF THE MOST PROMISING CHEMICALS AND PUT INTO FIELD USE, 3) UTILIZE SEEDLINGS GROWN IN THE GREENHOUSE FOR QUICK AND CONTINUOUS RESEARCH, AND 4) STUDY TRANSLOCATION AND FATE OF CHEMICALS.

USING THE CRITERIA ABOVE THE PROJECT BEGAN TO SHOW PROMISE. INJECTOR SIZE WAS REDUCED. LOW VOLUMES WITH HIGH CONCENTRATIONS OF A CHEMICAL MIX WERE UTILIZED. SMALLER HOLES WERE DRILLED IN TREES WITH BETTER RESULTS. TWO CHEMICALS, MALEIC HYDRAZIDE (SLO-GRO) AND DIKEGULAC (ATRINAL), WERE CHosen FOR THEIR CONSISTENT INHIBITING EFFECT AND LACK OF FOLIAGE DISORIENTATION EVEN AT HIGH RATES. FAST-GROWING, HIGH-TRIMMING-COST SPECIES WERE CHOSEN AND INJECTED. LENGTH OF EFFECTIVE CONTROL TIME, THOUGH DIFFERENT FOR THE VARIOUS SPECIES, WAS STUDIED. TEST PLOTS WERE SET UP ACROSS THE COUNTRY. MOST TESTS ON EQUIPMENT, CHEMICALS, AND GROWTH CONTROL WERE BETTER THAN EXPECTED, WITH DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES GIVING A MORE ECONOMICAL, EFFICIENT OPERATION. MOST PROBLEM SPECIES EVALUATED GIVE FAVORABLE RESULTS WITH LITTLE AESTHETIC LOSS.

THE INITIAL PROGRAM WAS STARTED WITH A TRACTOR MOUNTED OR TRUCK-BED SIZE INJECTOR, UTILIZING LARGE VOLUMES OF CHEMICAL MIX. THE PRESENT INJECTOR IS A 20 X 20 X 8-INCH SUITCASE SIZE MODEL THAT OPERATES ON COMPRESSED AIR. THE UNIT IS PERIODICALLY CHARGED FROM A SEPARATE AIR TANK. THE INJECTION UNIT WEIGHS 40 LBS., READY TO OPERATE. A SMALL HAND POWERED SYRINGE-TYPE MODEL CAN BE UTILIZED FOR LIMITED INJECTIONS. A NORMAL RATE OF INJECTED CHEMICAL SHOULD HAVE AN AVERAGE COST OF APPROXIMATELY 25-50 CENTS PER 20-INCH TREE. THIS FIGURE MAY VARY WITH AREAS, TREE SPECIES, OR DESIRED EFFECTS.

AT PRESENT SUFFICIENT TESTING HAS BEEN GATHERED TO ESTABLISH THAT TREE GROWTH CAN BE INHIBITED ECONOMICALLY WITH INJECTION OF GROWTH INHIBITOR. VARIOUS GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS AND SPECIES MAY REQUIRE DIFFERENT RATES OF CHEMICAL FOR OPTIMUM

---

results. With Slo-Gro and Atrinal it is presently felt that an average treatment can be made with little chance of tree mortality. (Rates slightly above average rarely results in death).

For the injection system to be utilized by arborists across the country, the following should be pursued: 1) Registration of Slo-Gro and Atrinal for injection. 2) Establishment of species that react favorably, and 3) Establishment of rates for various geographical areas.

Species of trees that have been tested and results of these tests are available in the Annual Reports 1974-1977 of EPRI RP 214, New Methods and Chemicals to Control Tree Regrowth. Again let me stress, optimum chemical volumes should be established for your area prior to treatment of valuable shade trees. Either Atrinal or Slo-Gro may be slightly better on a given species. Some species of trees that have been tested and seem to have favorable treatment potential are red maple, hybrid poplar, black locust, hackberry, white ash, shamel ash, red oak, pin oak, water oak, silver maple, sycamore, and eucalyptus.

Injection of growth inhibitor will not eliminate tree trimming programs. It will eliminate some other uses of growth inhibitors but should prove very beneficial in areas where equipment access is limited for trimming and brush disposal. Back property lines and screens show the most potential for injection. Round overs that get thicker and less aesthetically pleasing with each trimming show good possibilities.

Other arborists, I am sure, see other potentials. Hopefully this injection system and registered chemicals will be available for your testing and utilization in the future.

Georgia Power Company
Atlanta, Georgia

ABSTRACTS


Burls are abnormal growths of plant tissues, and are found on many trunks and limbs of trees. Externally, they take the form of globular or semiglobular swellings, sometimes fist-size or smaller; sometimes, when occurring on large trees, they can swell to four or five feet across or more. Burls are solid, not hallow like galls; they are produced by the accumulation of layers of cells, just as normal wood is produced, and they increase in size from year to year, just as normal wood does. Internally, the burl is sound and firm, and its grain is twisted and convoluted into fantastic patterns that are much prized by cabinet-makers. The cause of an individual burl is often never found. Essentially it is a disturbance in the hormonal dominance that makes growth proceed in an orderly manner. Among the things that are believed to initiate this disturbance are insects, bacteria, fungi, mistletoe, and mechanical wounding.


Many landscape plantings feature espaliers and vines that use walls for support, or cascading plants that partially cover walls. The grounds manager must develop a program for proper wall plant care based on the particular requirements of plants grown in this manner. Trees, shrubs, vines, annuals, and herbaceous perennials can be used as wall plants. Espaliers are trained to grow on fences, arbors and cordons. Wall plants are either allowed to grow in a random pattern or are trained into specific shapes involving a solid mass or a formal or informal pattern. The style should be in keeping with the character of the surrounding landscape.